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    Colleen was the kind of teacher you don’t forget. Many times a Colleen was the kind of teacher you don’t forget. Many times a 
knock on the fire escape door would be a former student knock on the fire escape door would be a former student 
dropping by to just say hi. Former students entering the field of dropping by to just say hi. Former students entering the field of 
education often requested to have her as their mentor teacher. education often requested to have her as their mentor teacher. 
Those lucky enough to be granted that honor were taught with Those lucky enough to be granted that honor were taught with 
the same guiding nature & determination to be as fully prepared the same guiding nature & determination to be as fully prepared 
as possible each day, just as they were taught to do as students as possible each day, just as they were taught to do as students 
during their late elementary years. during their late elementary years. 
    In her room you were a team, you solved problems together, In her room you were a team, you solved problems together, 
but also learned to work independently, how to use your time but also learned to work independently, how to use your time 
wisely & how to hold your group accountable. Her lessons wisely & how to hold your group accountable. Her lessons 
often had an element of play to get her students interacting & often had an element of play to get her students interacting & 
helping them make the learning their own. It wasn’t a book helping them make the learning their own. It wasn’t a book 
report, it was a commercial. It wasn’t a history paper, it was a report, it was a commercial. It wasn’t a history paper, it was a 
wax museum. It wasn’t always a weekly spelling test, it was a wax museum. It wasn’t always a weekly spelling test, it was a 
whole class spelling bee.whole class spelling bee.  
    When they left Colleen’s classroom students were truly When they left Colleen’s classroom students were truly 
prepared to say goodbye to the playground & enter the strange prepared to say goodbye to the playground & enter the strange 
new world of middle school, eventually leaving the halls of OV new world of middle school, eventually leaving the halls of OV 
& making a mark on their world.& making a mark on their world.
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